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Continuous Integration in .NETManning Publications, 2011

	
		After completing my master’s degree, I moved from Poland to Germany and began working as a .NET developer for a company full of experts in … Clarion. The Clarion folks were developing the company’s flagship—very successful leasing software—and I was left to do “the rest”: a bit of...
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NuGet 2 EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2013

	A clearly written guide for .NET developers who want to get to grips with the NuGet package manager. Filled with practical examples, it leads up to teaching you how to set up your own internal server.


	Overview

	
		Easily find and refer third-party libraries from your projects
	
		Create packages...
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Pro SQL Server Reporting ServicesApress, 2004
At its core, the process of designing reports hasn’t changed  substantially in the past 15 years. The report designer lays out report objects,  which contain data from a known data source, in a design application such as  Crystal Reports or Microsoft Access. He or she then tests report execution,  verifies the accuracy of the...
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Sas R 9.1.3 Etl Studio: User's GuideSAS Institute, 2004
This manual explains how to use SAS ETL Studio to specify metadata for sources, specify metadata for targets, and create jobs that specify how data is extracted, transformed, and loaded from sources to targets.

Features that are new in SAS ETL Studio 9.1.3 include the following:


...
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Beginners Guide to SQL Server Integration Services Using Visual Studio 2005Packt Publishing, 2007
SQL Server Integration Services, with the acronym SSIS, is a comprehensive ETL tool that made its debut with SQL Server 2005. It is a tool tightly integrated with Visual Studio 2005, having all the functionalities that its forerunner DTS (Data Transformation Services) had in SQL Server 2000. This does not mean that it is just an improvement over...
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Apple Training Series: iLife '11Peachpit Press, 2010

	The Apple Certified Way to Learn

	

	In the only Apple certified guide to iLife, the authors have you working wonders with iLife ’11 within the first few pages. Featuring compelling footage and images, this book/DVD combo uses real-life material and practical lessons that you can apply immediately to enhance your own...
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Power up your PowToon Studio ProjectPackt Publishing, 2015

	The ultimate PowToon project guide – get hints, tips, and ideas to turbocharge your PowToon Studio project


	About This Book

	
		In-depth navigation and explanations for the entire PowToon product
	
		Challenges the way you to think about how to plan your PowToon project depending on audience...
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Expert One-on-One Visual Basic 2005 Database ProgrammingWrox Press, 2005

	Are you hesitant to migrate to Visual Studio® 2005? Maybe you're ready to upgrade to Visual Basic 2005 but feel a bit overwhelmed by ADO.NET 2.0 and the Visual Data Tools of this new release. In this hands-on guide, I'll share with you the best practices, the latest features, and advanced data management techniques with Visual...
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C#.NET IlluminatedJones and Bartlett Publishers, 2004
I designed this text to teach programmers and aspiring programmers how to build applications using the C# language and Visual Studio .NET. These tools facilitate building applications for desktop computers, the Internet, and mobile devices. The text provides a thorough introduction to C#, and carefully shows how to exploit the power of the Visual...
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VB.NET Core Classes in a NutshellO'Reilly, 2002
The .NET platform gives Visual Basic developers access to an entirely new and comprehensive class library that promises to further simplify and speed VB application development. In VB.NET Core Classes in a Nutshell, VB Programmers will find a concise and thorough reference to the types found in the core namespaces of the .NET Framework...
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Beginning VB 2008 Databases: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2008
As most of the real-world applications interact with the data stored in relational databases, so every VB programmer needs to know how to access data. This book specifically covers how to interact with SQL Server 2005 databases using VB 2008. This book also covers LINQ and ADO.NET 3.5, the most exciting features of .NET Framework 3.5. The chapters...
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Digital Signal Processing and Applications with the TMS320C6713 and TMS320C6416 DSK (Topics in Digital Signal Processing)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
With the first edition widely accepted as the most extensive teaching text available, this valuable Second Edition has been fully updated to be compatible with the latest version (3.1) of Texas Instruments Code Composer Studio (CCS) development environment. Maintaining the original's comprehensive, hands-on approach that has made it an instructor's...
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